MASP Activity Plan

Activity Title: Soap Drive

Virtual Activity: No

Theme: Service Learning

Grade Level: Grades 3-5

Time: One Week

Activity #of#: 1 of 1

Objective/Goal: Youth will organize a soap drive to donate soap to a local or worldly organization.

Activity Link:

Materials:
- Posters, identified, organization, collection boxes

Warm Up:
Introduce youth to the importance of soap. Discuss the role hygiene plays in our daily lives. Explain why access to soap may be difficult for some people. Identify a local or national organization that distributes soap.

Main Activity:
Organize a local soap drive. Create/decorate collection boxes and determine a schedule for pick-up. Create postings to be distributed both prior to the event and during the event. Collect commercial soap activities or make soaps to be donated (depending on organization needs/requirements).

Wrap Up/Reflection:
Count and package all soap donations. Identify a plan for delivery via in-person or by mail. Congratulate youth and celebrate a successful drive.
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